In natural behavior we actively gather information using attention and active sensing behaviors (such as shifts of gaze) to sample relevant cues. However, while attention and decision making are naturally coordinated, in the laboratory they have been dissociated.
Introduction
The oculomotor system of humans and non-human primates holds a privileged status in neuroscience research. Motivated by the relative simplicity of the eye motor plant, the relative ease of measuring eye movements in the laboratory and the high degree of similarity between humans and non-human primates, scores of investigations have examined saccades e the rapid shifts of gaze that primates use to scan visual scenes e and the neural pathways involved in their generation. However, while these studies have elucidated many of the sensorimotor mechanisms involved in saccades, progress stalled in explaining the cognitive aspects of saccades and attention e specifically, how the brain selects task-relevant cues. Behavioral evidence makes it clear that gaze is under strong task-related control e with humans deploying gaze very selectively to stimuli that are relevant to their immediate
